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The Care and Feeding of Your Lever Harp
These days, most harp students start their playing careers on a lever harp
of one kind or another. Smaller, simpler, more portable, and more
affordable than their orchestral cousins, lever harps offer the ideal
opportunity for the new player. Some students make the transition to
pedal harp as soon as their abilities and level of commitment justify the
expense. Many more focus exclusively on lever harp or "folk harp" styles
and repertoire. Still others play both lever and pedal harp actively
throughout their careers. Whichever path you follow as a harpist or harper,
chances are good that there's a lever harp in your life. Here are some tips
on lever harp care and feeding that will help you get the most out of your
instrument.

Keep it Clean
Good harp hygiene is an essential habit. Dust your harp frequently with a
soft polishing cloth, available from your music store. Brush dust out of the
levers and other corners with a soft stencil brush. Wash your hands before you play to keep dirt from
getting on your harp. If smudges or dirt do build up, especially where the harp comes in frequent contact
with your skin, wipe these areas with a clean, slightly damp rag. A little moisture won't hurt your harp as
long as you don't soak it or let water sit on the finish.

Keep it Tuned
Tuning your harp regularly – at least once a week – will help keep the tuning and the harp itself more
stable. Even if you aren't playing a harp much, it is important to keep it tuned. Besides keeping the
tension stable over time, the harp will be ready to use if you need it. A harp that is left untuned for a long
period of time will not hold tune without a good week of frequent tuning.

Move it Carefully
While lever harps are portable, they can be unwieldy and awkward to move. Protect yourself by using
caution, by getting help when you can, and by keeping your back straight and bending your knees when
lifting. Protect your harp by exercising caution when moving through tight spots like doorways. Outside,
try to keep a hand on your harp at all times. Harps are designed to tip back, and a gust of wind can easily
knock them over. In your vehicle, never lay the harp string/lever side down. Lay it on the other side, or on
the column.
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Restring it periodically
You may think the only time you need to replace a string is when it's broken, but aging strings lose their
tone and can also go "false," a condition which causes them to sound out of tune no matter how often you
tune them. Wire bass strings loose their tone and sustain slowly over time, eventually developing a dead,
"tubby" sound. Consider replacing the top two octaves on your harp every two years, your bass strings
every 2-3 years. The rest of your strings can be left on longer, say 5-6 years on average.

Buy or Build a Lever Tool Kit
There are quite a few different kinds of sharping levers
out there. Different builders prefer different levers, and
some will custom install whichever levers a buyer
prefers. If you don't know the brand of levers used on
your harp, contact the builder to find out. Purchase the
tools necessary to make adjustments to the levers.
Some builders offer a kit of necessary tools. Others can
give you a list of tools and suggestions on where to buy
them. Even if you don't feel confident adjusting your
own levers, having the proper tools on hand is helpful if
you have a technician work on them. Your technician
may not carry tools for every lever on the market. Also,
you may find yourself in a harp emergency some day, maybe the morning of a big wedding and suddenly
a lever has come loose. You'll be glad you have the right tools on hand to fix the problem.

Check Lever Screws Periodically
Levers vary in design details, but all of them have one or two screws that fasten the lever to the harp's
neck. These screws can work loose over time. Periodically checking and tightening these screws will
prevent many unwanted buzzes from ever occurring. If you do discover your harp making a buzzing noise
on a particular string, especially with the lever engaged, the first thing to investigate is whether the lever
itself is screwed tightly to the wood.

Check Legs and Feet Periodically
Many lever harps have legs or feet, and these are often screwed to the instrument's base. These screws
can also work loose over time, sometimes resulting in sympathetic vibration buzzes in your harp's lower
registers. Check and tighten feet and legs periodically. Loose legs are also more susceptible to breakage
than tight ones are.

Have your Harp Regulated Periodically
A harp regulation is a comprehensive service in which a technician inspects the entire instrument,
diagnoses and eliminates unwanted buzzes and vibrations, and adjusts the levers to their best positions
for optimal intonation. While pedal harps are typically regulated every 1-2 years, lever harps can generally
go much longer between regulations. I generally recommend having a lever harp serviced every five
years. Even if you are not experiencing intonation problems or buzzing, having an experienced technician
go over the instrument on a regular basis can help to keep small problems from becoming larger ones.
Good harp maintenance skills don't have to be a hassle. Developing a few good habits and investing a
little time will result in a longer and more rewarding life for your harp. Think about devising a maintenance
schedule and putting it in your calendar. Make a note to change those strings next year, and to check the
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screws a month or so later. Put a little time into caring for your harp and it will always be ready to go
when you need it.

Moss Harp Service to Perform "Open Harp Surgery"
at AHS Conference
th

The 39 National Conference of the American Harp Society will take place
July 2-5, 2010 at the Hotel Murano in Tacoma, Washington. I have been
asked to present a two-hour workshop on advanced pedal harp
maintenance entitled "Open Harp Surgery." For more details on the
conference and the gorgeous Seattle-Tacoma area, see ahsconference.org.
For more info on my presentation, see below:

"Open Harp Surgery"
Would you like to know more about what goes on "under the
hood" of your harp? Would you like to learn to make
adjustments and emergency repairs when the gig is coming
up and there's no technician around? This advanced pedal harp maintenance workshop
will cover the basics of adjusting and replacing pedal springs, tweaking your pedals for
better performance, adjusting and replacing pedal rods, and more. Learn about the tools
and skills that should go into your "harp first aid kit." Go home with a bag of tricks that
will help you be prepared for any situation.

Are You a Fan of Moss Harp Service?
Moss Harp Service is on Facebook! If you're a Facebook addict like me, stop by
the Moss Harp Service page and become a fan. You'll be the first to receive
updates on my schedule, newsletters, blog posts, and greetings from the places
I travel. You'll also be helping me out by letting your harp friends know you like
my work. It's like writing me a recommendation, but it only takes a few seconds. You can log into
Facebook.com and search for Moss Harp Service, or visit my website, http://www.mossharpservice.com.
There's a direct link on my home page. See you on the Web!
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About Moss Harp Service

"It is a pleasure to recommend Steve Moss for harp regulations and repairs.
Steve is a perfectionist's dream! His results are incredibly thorough and
accurate. His intelligence and patience are his gold star qualities. Steve has
regulated my harps and the Milwaukee Symphony harp many times, and I have
always been 1000% satisfied with his work."
-Danis Kelly, Principal Harpist, Milwaukee Symphony Orchestra

Steve Moss has been regulating and repairing harps for over 14 years. During
eight years with Lyon & Healy, he trained and worked with Master Regulator
Peter Wiley. Steve oversaw the company's lever harp production for two years
before moving into pedal harp assembly and regulation. He also specialized in
training new employees and visiting technicians.
As a traveling technician, Steve has serviced harps in the Midwest and across
the country. Clients include the principal harpists of the Lyric Opera of Chicago,
the Milwaukee Symphony, and the Milwaukee Ballet Orchestra, and The Seattle Opera, as well as The
Eastman School of Music , Interlochen Arts Academy, Northwestern University, The University of
Michigan, The University of Washington, and Brigham Young University. He also makes frequent regulation
trips to Lyon & Healy West in Salt Lake City.
Steve lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin with his wife and two daughters, where he also tunes and repairs pianos.
"It is a pleasure for me to play harps worked on by Steve Moss. They are always perfectly regulated and
extremely resonant since he voices for sound as well as regulates for pitch. And he's a really nice guy,
too!" -Liz Cifani, Principal Harp, Lyric Opera of Chicago, Professor of Harp, Northwestern University

Moss Harp Service is your
professional provider of:

Upcoming Road Service
Stops

March 5-7: Interlochen, MI
• Pedal and lever harp regulations
• Lyon & Healy/Salvi warranty
March 26-31: Salt Lake City, UT
regulations
• Field repairs
April: South Bend/Elkhart, IN
• Restringing
• Answers to your harp care questions May 21-26: Salt Lake City, UT
June: Austin, TX

Moss Harp Service
2343 E. Bennett Ave.
Milwaukee, Wl 53207
414-510-8448
http://www.mossharpservice.com
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